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Abstract

The aim of this guide is to provide tips for supervisors on how to support students as active, independent and prepared participants who drive their own projects forward. It relates to supervision of projects at bachelor-, master- and PhD level. The underlying basis of the guide is twofold: 1) supervision is an increasingly complex activity that involves a demanding set of competences; 2) a good supervisor is a flexible supervisor who can adapt to different situations, student needs and levels of the curriculum.

Practical tips

1. Align expectations early and regularly about process and product
2. Balance supervisor control and student independence
3. Monitor progress closely
4. Schedule regular planned supervision meetings
5. Ask questions to foster independence and higher order learning
6. Provide constructive feedback on text drafts
7. Use the academic community as a resource
8. Apply online tools to increase flexibility

Introduction

Supervision comprises a significant part of the teaching load in higher education as it applies to project assignments, bachelor projects, master’s theses as well as doctoral research. At all levels, supervisors often value the task to a great extent. Some supervisors even describe it as ‘the most rewarding aspect of academic life’ (Halse, 2011), offering a unique opportunity to collaborate with students more closely than other teaching formats usually allow. Supervisors also gain pleasure by helping a student or researcher grow, and supervisors appreciate the inspiration and input they get from students, which may further their own research.

However, supervision is an increasingly complex activity, in which supervisors are having to respond to the growth and diversification of the student population (Duke & Denicolo, 2017) as well as the increasing pressure for quality assurance and timely completion (Manathunga, 2019). Modern supervision involves a demanding set of competences. Besides guiding students’ research projects, supervisors need to be good at navigating interpersonal relationships with students, managing projects and deadlines, stimulating effective writing
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processes, supporting students’ professional and career development etc. (Taylor, 2019). To add to the complexity, it is well-established in the research literature that supervision is highly contextual. Some authors even claim that supervision is ‘the most variable of all variables’ (McAlpine & McKinnon, 2013) because it is sensitive to a number of contextual factors such as discipline-specific features (Pyhältö et al., 2015), the project characteristics (Rooij et al., 2019), types of funding (Wichmann-Hansen & Herrmann, 2017), the stages in the supervisory process (Benmore, 2016), students’ differing needs (Harwood & Petric, 2020), supervisors’ individual values and beliefs (Lee, 2020) and changing political agendas (Deuchar, 2008; Wichmann-Hansen et al., 2018).

To boil it down, there is no ‘one size fits all’ approach: A good supervisor is a flexible supervisor who can adapt to different situations. However, stressing flexibility is not equivalent to stating that there are no practical tips or strategies for good supervision. If anything, flexibility calls for a broad repertoire of strategies. Therefore, the advice listed in this guide is intended as a means of broadening supervisors’ repertoire, not as a standard formula.

It is also important to stress that since the advice in this guide is phrased as generic supervision strategies that are applicable to all levels, from bachelor to PhD, and for all types of projects, individual as well as group projects, the strategies are subject to modifications. In particular, the national qualification frameworks of higher education usually state that students’ projects must demonstrate increased knowledge, originality and independence from bachelor to PhD level (Lee, 2020). Supervision strategies therefore need to be up- and downscaled to fit the relevant level of the curriculum (Sambrook et al., 2008). Tools for how to tailor supervision to different levels are provided in the tips below, where relevant.

**Tip 1: Align expectations early and regularly about process and product**

Students and supervisors often have differing expectations of each other (Pyhältö et al., 2015; Jansen et al., 2020), and many students find it difficult to decode what supervision entails (Barnes & Cheng, 2018). Unspoken and contrasting expectations for the collaboration process, as well as for the academic product, can disrupt supervision (Roberts & Seaman, 2018) and impair student success and academic persistence (Sverdlik et al., 2018). Consequently, clarifying expectations is key to building effective supervision for two reasons: It prevents insecurity about each other’s roles and responsibilities, and it is a means of establishing shared standards for good research and academic writing. The latter is particularly important, because if the final assessment criteria are not communicated, made transparent, discussed, or ideally agreed upon from the beginning, students will not be able to apply and implement them adequately in their project.

**A Supervisor Letter**

There are a range of tools available to align expectations early in the supervision process.

At bachelor and master level, an efficient tool is to use a so-called supervisor’s letter (Rienecker et al., 2019; Laustsen et al., 2012). It is a written account (2-3 pages) of the supervisor’s individual practice, i.e. what students can expect from the supervisor and vice versa. As a minimum, it addresses:

- **Form**, e.g., when, where and how to meet? How often and who takes the initiative?
- **Content**, e.g., what to prepare for meetings? What kind of material and text are subject for feedback? What are the assessment criteria, product standards, genre requirements, etc.?
• Process, e.g., planning, setting deadlines, ensuring progress and how to deal with potential delays?

The supervisor either makes the letter available online or hands it out at the first meeting and then asks for the student’s response at the following meeting. The letter is not intended as a substitute for a mutual discussion about expectations, but rather as an efficient preparation for such a discussion. Helpful templates are provided in Wichmann-Hansen & Jensen (2015, pp. 331-332) and Rienecker et al. (2019, pp. 51-55).

A Memorandum of Understanding

At the PhD level, a supervisor’s letter is also applicable, especially in lab-based sciences (Masters & Kreeger, 2017). However, a more dialogue-based and contractual tool has proven particularly successful at the PhD level, because the PhD process involves a more complex and long-standing relationship and students are expected to act more independently (Moxham et al., 2013). A Memorandum of Understanding is a negotiated contract between the student and the main supervisor (Anderson et al., 1998; Hockey, 1996) and ideally also the co-supervisor(s) (Robertson, 2019). It features a set of guiding questions for starting a structured discussion about goals, ambitions and how to collaborate, including the student’s responsibility and individual needs, the supervisors’ different roles in the team, integration into the wider research environment and, if necessary, co-authorships. All participants read the questions beforehand and prepare answers. Based on a joint discussion of the questions, agreements are noted in a shared document. Helpful templates are provided in Taylor et al. (2018, p. 78) and are available for download at Postgradenvironments.com.

Meta-communication: a tool for regular alignment of expectations

Setting expectations isn’t a one-off event, though. Relationships and research projects develop over the course of time and thus, expectations need to be revisited. An efficient tool for aligning expectations regularly is to meta-communicate, i.e. to communicate about the communication (Baltzersen, 2013; Handal & Lauvås, 2006). It is a means of explicating what is going on in supervision meetings, the intentions behind what is said, and how the participants experience it. The tool can be useful in preventing conflicts and addressing misunderstandings. A prime example of a conflictual situation is when students want clear-cut answers, while the supervisor is reluctant to simply spoon-feed students. In that case, supervisors could meta-communicate to increase students’ willingness to be more active and independent, e.g. by saying:

‘It’s my impression that you expect me to give you some advice. I will give you some along the way, but first I need to know more about how you perceive the problem and how you have tried to solve it yourself. Your question is so important that it deserves more than a hasty answer. So, let me ask you some counter-questions to help you clarify your arguments.’

Tip 2: Balance supervision control and student independence

Good supervision requires a careful balance between providing advice and guidance and allowing the student to experience their own learning journey – including making mistakes. There is not a clear-cut answer to how directive and controlling supervisors should be (Bastalich, 2017), but an overall navigating principle is to use a staged approach from directive towards less directive supervision (Barnes & Cheng, 2018; Benmore, 2016; Anderson et al., 2006; Todd et al., 2006). Students will often need substantial guidance at the beginning of a
project and when starting to produce texts, because they have not yet fully internalised standards for scientific projects and genre criteria. Consequently, supervisors should invest time in ensuring a well-defined focus and a clear structure for the thesis, an academically appropriate research design and a realistic timetable. They may provide concrete genre templates, demonstrate how to search for literature, suggest models, theories and methods, and instruct how to plan and manage time. Over the course of the project, it is, however, reasonable to expect greater student independence and to push students to take full ownership of their projects. Gurr (2001) provides a useful illustration of the staged approach. His model is also intended as a concrete tool for explicitly communicating and reflecting with students about their perceived and experienced levels of independence. In addition to Gurr’s tool, which is mainly aimed at the PhD level, supervisors can support student independence in many ways, of which the following are merely examples (Rienecker et al., 2019):

- Explicate how independence is assessed in the final product according to the learning outcomes in the study programme, the ministerial order, the scientific discipline or the local departmental culture.
- Share examples of good theses that demonstrate independence in terms of higher order-thinking skills, e.g. how students have made a profound analysis or reflected critically on data and literature.
- Ask students to identify independence in their own drafts.
- Inform students how independence is construed and administered in the supervision process, e.g., write it in the supervisor letter: ‘To me, independence means that students should take responsibility for ....’

**Tip 3: Closely monitor progress**

The increasing pressure for timely completion of both master’s and PhD thesis calls for a more structured supervision process in terms of early planning and closely monitoring of students’ projects (Marnewick, 2020). A twofold approach to support progress is recommended (Rienecker et al., 2019):

1. **Try to prevent delay**
   - Agree on milestones early: Recommend students to create a visual timeline and to plot in the end-date and milestones. Discuss it and adjust if necessary.
   - Incite students to start writing early (from day one!) and ask for text drafts continuously as a basis for supervision meetings. Drafts may be very sketchy and include outlines, data displays, literature searches etc.
   - Suggest that students estimate the number of pages and time spent for each section in their text regardless of whether it is the total thesis or a single article. Make it subject to supervision.
   - Advise students not to save up supervision for later. Supervision in the early phase is irreplaceable, because here essential decisions about the research design are made.

2. **React promptly in case of delay**

If students postpone deadlines or stay away from meetings:

- Renew contact by mail or phone, e.g. *I haven’t heard from you for a while. How are things going?*
- Identify reasons for delay: Is it cognitive, personal or social? Be curious when asking.
- Ask how the student prefers to solve the situation (and how you can help)
• Decide on a weekly or monthly contract: What shall the student(s) and, if necessary, the supervisor do from now on?
• Support a low threshold for writing, for a while: Incite production instead of a high-quality product. For instance, ask for five sketchy research questions instead of one polished.
• Look at the text drafts. Do not settle for talking.
• Give a clear assessment of the preliminary research design in the project: Is it doable or not? Do not waffle.

**Tip 4: Schedule regular prepared meetings**

Supervisors should insist on scheduling regular and prepared meetings in addition to ad-hoc and informal contact (Sverdlik et al., 2018). The idea is to allow for thorough discussions and for students to take on an active and responsible role in driving their own projects forward. Preparation on both sides also ensures efficient meetings:

• Request drafts well in advance of meetings, e.g. two days beforehand
• Ask for a meeting agenda. Make it a habit for students to always answer minimum 4 items:
  1. What have you been working on since we met last time?
  2. Have you encountered any difficulties?
  3. What would you like to discuss at our upcoming meeting?
  4. How well are you keeping to the time plan?
• Ask the student to send a short summary of the meeting.

**Tip 5: Ask questions to foster independence and higher order learning**

A common pitfall for supervisors is to lecture and give too many authoritative instructions, either because time is short or because they are eager to help and give advice. By entering into a real dialogue (Dysthe, 2006; Magnusson, 2021), supervisors can:

• encourage student independence
• support higher order learning and critical thinking skills
• reduce the inherent asymmetrical power relationship.

To practice dialogue-based supervision, it can be helpful to structure the conversation. A relevant tool for this is *The Questioning Wheel* (Wichmann-Hansen & Jensen, 2015: 339). It illustrates how a supervision dialogue can be structured around four phases with matching questions. The basic principle is for supervisors to carefully familiarise themselves with the issues that students are preoccupied with before supervisors contribute their own views and advice. See Figure 1.
1. In the first phase, supervisors listen to the ideas, questions, or problems that the student presents. Clarifying questions are particularly useful at this stage to identify students' needs and expectations and to allow students to elaborate on their ideas early in the conversation, e.g. *What literature have you found? How did you search for it?*

2. In the second phase, the supervisor is more focused on activating the thinking and argumentation that drive the student's decisions and actions. By asking exploring questions, supervisors can illuminate the reasons behind students' choices, e.g. *What are your arguments for...? Why did you choose to...?*

3. Here, the supervisor becomes more critical. By asking challenging questions, the supervisor may inspire students to view the situation from new angles and consider alternative courses of action, e.g. *What would happen if...? What other perspectives could you imagine?*

4. The last phase is mainly about drawing conclusions from the meeting. By asking evaluating questions supervisors can help students summarise the main points and how to proceed after the meeting, e.g. *To sum up, what are the main conclusions? What is the plan until next meeting?*

To implement the model successfully, supervisors should 1) meta-communicate that they expect students to assume an active role in the dialogue, and 2) remember that a dialogue does not preclude advice. Supervisors need to be present as academic authorities by correcting, arguing, using clear scientific criteria and advising when needed.
Tip 6: Provide constructive feedback on text drafts

An essential part of supervision is to read students’ drafts and to diagnose whether their material meets the requirements for academic texts (Rienecker et al, 2019).

The first step is therefore to help students know about and apply genre criteria (Jensen, 2019). At the bachelor and master’s level, supervisors can direct students to instructive handbooks on academic writing, e.g., Rienecker and Jørgensen (2017), which, among other things, includes a visual model (Pentagon) to help students formulate their research design, including clear research questions. At PhD level, supervisors can share genre templates for articles, e.g. Lichtfouse (2013) and Lindsay (2011). Using templates is also a way of making sure that students keep an eye on ‘the big picture’ and write more efficiently. For instance, supervisors can encourage students to put in bullet points or summaries in templates (e.g. what do you want to say here?) before asking for full drafts.

The second step is to provide formative feedback that is aligned with the assessment criteria. First and foremost, supervisors should substantiate their feedback by referring to the formally established genre criteria and quality standards that are specified in course descriptions or journal guidelines, etc. (Hattie, 2007) Furthermore, research recommends that supervisors position students as active participants in the feedback process (Winstone et al., 2021) by applying key principles (Ajjawi et al., 2021; O’Donovan et al., 2021):

- **Ask students to append cover letters when sharing drafts.** The idea is to tailor feedback to students’ needs. Make it a habit for students to answer some questions in a cover letter, e.g.:
  1. What kind of text have you sent? (Where does it fit in the overall thesis)?
  2. How drafty or polished is it?
  3. What challenges have you faced when writing the text?
  4. What would you like feedback on?
- **Invite for a dialogue.** Feedback calls for a face-to-face conversation that allows for clarification and elaboration on comments. Written feedback without dialogue is seldom sufficient.
- **Prioritise.** Provide a few well-thought-out and explained comments on the overall text before focusing on details, e.g. ‘My three most important comments are...’
- **Be specific.** Refer to concrete and local text passages, e.g. ‘Here on p. 9 you strongly support your claim when you write...’.
- **Be instructive.** Provide concrete suggestions for how to improve the text.
- **Evaluate the feedback.** Show an interest in how students perceive the feedback and how they will apply it.

Tip 7: Use the academic community as a resource

Whilst it is strongly established that supervisors play a significant role for students’ timely completion, well-being, satisfaction, and productivity (Sverdlik et al., 2018), recent studies suggest that there are benefits in moving beyond the traditional student-supervisor relationship (McAlpine et al., 2020). Engaging socially and intellectually with peers and faculty can reduce students’ stress and loneliness and increase motivation, retention, and feelings of independence. At PhD level, there is a variety of ways to engage students in the wider research community, including team-based learning, cohort supervision, presenting at research group meetings, peer assessment, journal clubs, writing groups etc. (Woodhouse & Wood, 2020). At the bachelor and master level, collective supervision with peer-feedback has proven useful as a means to increase student engagement,
progress and completion rates (Nordentoft et al., 2013; Lélis, 2020; Agne & Mörkenstam, 2018; Akister et al., 2009; Dyshe et al., 2006) and to increase supervisor time efficiency (Baker, 2014).

However, implementing peer-feedback and cohort learning formats require careful planning and facilitation (Müllen, 2019) and training of students’ so-called feedback literacy (Winstone & Carless, 2019). For a comprehensive guide on how to practice collective supervision with peer-feedback, see Nordentoft et al. (2019).

**Tip 8: Apply online tools to enhance flexibility**

Online tools are becoming more and more natural in supervision due to increased international mobility and distance education as well as the recent global corona pandemic (Nash, 2021). Studies suggest that online tools for meeting and communication can enhance flexibility, collaboration and a sense of belonging to the community (Kumar et al, 2020). Research also shows promising results of applying screencast and audio software when providing text feedback in terms of flexibility, efficiency and quality (Mahoney et al., 2018). However, a critical drawback of online supervision meetings is the lack of a spatial dimension (Altekruse & Brew, 2000), which makes it difficult to sense and decode the other’s body language, mimic, tone and voice (Nielsen & Wichmann-Hansen, 2019). Building friendly, trustful interpersonal relationships is particularly important in supervision (Wisker, 2012) and therefore, online supervision makes great demands on supervisors’ social competences (Kumar & Johnson, 2019). For specific advice on how to navigate online supervision meetings, see Wichmann-Hansen & Nielsen (2019).

**Conclusion**

The best trait of any supervisor is probably adaptability and being able to draw on all the strategies listed above, depending on the student and the stage of the supervisory relationship. As with any other human relationships, supervision is a two-way process. Both student and supervisors should be sensitive to each other’s needs and manners of working and should communicate these issues with each other when needed.
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